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Passionate Gems
With the earth and energy as witnesses, let your feelings 
indulge by the beauty of a new beginning blossom for your 
timeless love.

Share this energy with your beloved’s and whisper your 
wishes into the passionate gems inspiration and let the 
magic be your guide.
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Bohemian Dreams
Walk down the aisle barefoot to feel the sand and stay 
surrounded of love forever, with the sound of the waves, the 
blue of the ocean, and the warmth in the air; this inspiration 
is perfect for those bohemian dreamers who expresses good 
vibes and true love feelings.
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Sweet Promise
Remember that day when a sweet promise was 
made...
you held in your hands, a new dream! 

You have found that one person who will stand next 
to you no matter what, and now you will have the 
wedding you dreamed since you were little; Bridal 
shower, bachelorette party, a beautiful white dress 
and a big church.
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A wedding with something old, new, borrow, blue and completely magical.
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Eternal Leaves
Love is the soul... is definition... is whatever we wish 
it to be...
is whatever we make it to be.

This inspiration has been shape for those that believe 
in that love, and want to seal their commitment in 
the presence of a Tropical Caribbean.



As nature as leaves that born, grow, dries and reborn. Your love will be eternal as eternal leaves.
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Immerse entirely into your perfect love story with the 
Majestic Experience.

Add top technology with exquisite decor to transform 
the atmosphere at the fullest. Like a dream, up in the sky 
and around the perimeter your guests will be enchanted 
with breathtaking visual arts. Topping the celebration, 
a marvelous cake with stunning content is part of the 
room view.  One step a head, the Majestic Experience 
is the superb touch to become your love fantasy into an 
unbelievable romantic reality.
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Majestic Love
Experience
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